Cell chirality is a newly discovered intrinsic property of the cell, reflecting the bias of the cell to polarize in the left-right axis. Despite increasing evidence on its substantial role in the asymmetric development of embryos, little is known about implications of cell chirality in physiology and disease. We demonstrate that cell chirality accounts for the nonmonotonic, dose-response relationship between endothelial permeability and protein kinase C (PKC) activation. The permeability of the endothelial cell layer is tightly controlled in our body, and dysregulation often leads to tissue inflammation and diseases. Our results show that low-level PKC activation is sufficient to reverse cell chirality through phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/AKT signaling and alters junctional protein organization between cells with opposite chirality, leading to an unexpected substantial change in endothelial permeability. Our findings suggest that cell chirality regulates intercellular junctions in important ways, providing new opportunities for drug delivery across tightly connected semipermeable cellular sheets.
INTRODUCTION
The endothelial cell layer is a semipermeable barrier that tightly controls the passage of proteins and cells in the bloodstream into the interstitial space and regulates the local environment of biological tissues in living organisms (1, 2) . Cells achieve this important function largely through mediating paracellular transport by controlling the opening and closing of cell-cell junctions. Despite intense research on vascular signal transduction, current understanding of the role of endothelial morphogenesis in development and disease is still inadequate. In particular, little is known about the role of left-right (LR) polarity, also known as cell chirality, in the regulation of endothelial permeability, which is the focus of our study.
Under normal conditions, endothelial cells are aligned with cobblestone morphology with tightly regulated barrier function provided by intact cell-cell junctions. Disruption of junctional proteins in pathological processes, including inflammatory responses, can increase the permeability of endothelial cells and enhance the paracellular transport of plasma proteins through the opening of gaps between cells (3) (4) (5) . Elicited by inflammatory factors such as thrombin and tumor necrosis factor, protein kinase C (PKC) enzymes are important mediators of vascular permeability and have been implicated in various vascular diseases including disorders associated with hyperglycemia in diabetes mellitus (6) , as well as endothelial injury and tissue damage related to cigarette smoke (7) .
The change in endothelial paracellular permeability is often accompanied by the transformation of cell shape, alignment, and junctional morphology (8) and is distinctly associated with cell polarity signaling. The maintenance of a tight endothelial lumen structure requires the proper polarity not only in the direction perpendicular to the lumen surface (i.e., the apicobasal direction) but also within the plane of the endothelial layer. The Wnt/planar cell polarity pathway and its components were found to regulate the organization of the cells within the plane and mediate endothelial cell proliferation, migration, and angiogenesis (9) . Cell polarity signaling plays an important role in the regulation of endothelial permeability.
In this study, we focus on the role of the cellular polarity in the LR axis, termed as cell chirality or planar cell shape chirality. Mathematically, cell chirality is handedness (left or right) between three directions: the LR axis, apicobasal axis, and front-rear axis. Since it requires the determination of all these axes at a cellular level, the concept of cell chirality has long been ignored until some recent discoveries, especially with the use of microfabrication technology. This newly discovered cellular property (10) (11) (12) has been seen as biased cell alignment (13, 14) , directional cell migration (15, 16) , asymmetric organelle positioning (17) , cytoskeletal dynamic swirling (18) , and cytoplasmic torque generation (19) . Cell chirality can notably influence the cellular organization in monolayers and account for the overall asymmetry of embryonic development (20) , as well as organ-specific asymmetries such as the gut looping (17) and genitalia rotation (21) . Now, cell chirality is regarded as an important property of the cell with implications in development and disease. As cell chirality is associated with actin function and actin dynamics (14, 18) , we speculated that cell-cell junction and endothelial permeability should be affected by cell chirality because actin filaments play an important role in stabilizing cell junctions.
Previously, we have determined that endothelial cells are strongly right biased, form clockwise-biased monolayers, and undergo directional migration on micropatterned surfaces (14) . In this study, we aim to investigate effects of the chiral property of endothelial cells on their function as a physical barrier in blood vessels. Using small-molecule drugs, we observed a PKC activation-dependent, nonmonotonic response of endothelial permeability, accompanied by a simultaneous reversal in cell chirality mediated by the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT pathway. Our findings suggest a new mechanism associated with the regulation of endothelial permeability and provide a unique opportunity for controlling local drug delivery across blood vessels.
RESULTS

Endothelial permeability exhibits a nonmonotonic response to PKC activation
We cultured human umbilical vein endothelial cells (hUVECs) on Transwell membranes with a small-molecule PKC activator, (−)-indolactam V (Indo V; Fig. 1A) , and found that the permeability of endothelial monolayers to albumin exhibited a nonmonotonic response at low doses. Indo V and TPA (12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate) are widely used membrane-permeable diacylglycerol (DAG) analogs that activate PKC signaling by mimicking DAG, a natural ligand and activator of PKC (22, 23) . In the range between 0 and 30 nM of Indo V, endothelial permeability first increased from 4.8 ± 0.6 × 10 −6 to 10.5 ± 0.5 × 10 −6 cm/s (from 0 to 20 nM) and then decreased to 7.5 ± 0.4 × 10 −6 cm/s (at 30 nM) (Fig. 1B) . Consistent with the change of endothelial permeability, the TEER also displayed the lowest resistance at 20 nM Indo V (Fig. 1C) . It should be noted that at a much higher concentration (100 nM), which is widely used in the literature (24, 25) , the permeability increased tõ 3-fold of the control at a value of 15.2 ± 2.7 × 10 −6 cm/s ( fig. S1A ), together with a significant decrease of TEER ( fig. S1B ). While the effects of high-level PKC activation have been studied on endothelial permeability, the variation of permeability at a relatively low level of PKC activation (i.e., the increase of permeability at 20 nM Indo V and the subsequent decrease at 30 nM) has not been documented before. We therefore explored the underlying mechanism.
Junction formation was suppressed under the intermediate-level PKC activation
To investigate the mechanism underlying the permeability change, we studied cell-cell junction formation at different levels of PKC activation. Zonula occludens-1 (ZO-1) at the endothelial junctions plays a crucial role in maintaining the integrity of both tight junction and adherens junction (26) . Compared to the continuous ZO-1 structure found with the 0 and 30 nM Indo V groups, the cell layer treated with 20 nM Indo V showed a distorted and compromised ZO-1 morphology (Fig. 1D) . We quantified the junctional ZO-1 formation by calculating the percentage of the positively stained pixels that had the intensity above the mean cytoplasmic intensity (Fig. 1E ). There was a significantly lower ZO-1 assembly at the junctions in the 20 nM Indo V group compared to the 0 and 30 nM groups (Fig. 1F) . In addition, the number of intercellular gaps, indicated by white arrowheads in Fig. 1D , increased by three times when Indo V increased from 0 to 20 nM and decreased when Indo V further increased to 30 nM (Fig. 1, G and H) . The intercellular gaps are classified as open spaces located between adjacent cells in a confluent monolayer and enclosed by cell boundaries with weakly stained junction proteins while containing no cell nucleus. Higher concentrations of Indo V (100 nM) caused significant junctional disruption (fig. S1, C to E) and a remarkable permeability increase ( fig. S1A ), which was probably caused by a lower cell density, compared to the control, due to side effects of the high doses of the drug ( fig. S1F) .
We further investigated the morphology of junctional vascular endothelial (VE)-cadherin ( fig. S2 , A to G). Although VE-cadherin remained at a similar level on cell borders ( fig. S2 , F and G), the staining appeared to be diffused in the 20 nM Indo V group ( fig. S2A ), and the kurtosis value was much lower than those of the control and the 30 nM Indo V group ( fig. S2 , B to E), indicating less organized VE-cadherin structures at 20 nM Indo V. This was consistent with the poor tight junction formation indicated by ZO-1 staining. These results together suggest that increased permeability at the intermediate-level activation of PKC is associated with the poor formation of cellular junctions.
Poor junction formation is associated with mismatched cellular biases
We confirmed the increase of PKC levels with Indo V treatment at lower concentrations (i.e., 0 to 30 nM) using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), and a linear relationship was observed ( fig.  S3A ). To further explore the mechanism associated with the poor formation of cellular junctions, we examined the cellular metabolic activity, motility, and overall expression of cadherin proteins ( fig. S3 , B to J). We found, after 48 hours of higher doses of Indo V treatment, that the overall metabolic activity of endothelial cells in Transwell, measured by the time-coursed colorimetric tetrazolium salt (MTT) assay, was lower than that of the control, probably due to a lower cell density ( fig. S1F ). In contrast, lower doses of Indo V treatment (0 to 30 nM) did not lead to significant effects on the metabolic activity ( fig. S3B ) or motility measured from the time-lapsed cell tracking analysis ( fig. S3 , C to I). Furthermore, we did not find significant changes in N-or VE-cadherin expression within the range of PKC activation ( fig. S3J ), consistent with previous reports (27) .
We then studied cell polarity and chirality on the Transwell membrane by staining cell borders with a ZO-1 antibody, centrosomes with a pericentrin-1 antibody, and cell nuclei with DAPI (Fig. 2, A to D) . The nucleus-centrosome axis is widely regarded as the front-rear polarity axis (28) (29) (30) , and cell centroid positioning relative to this axis defines the LR polarity or cell chirality (Fig. 2D) . We found that, without drug treatment, cell centroids predominately fell on the right side of the nucleus-centrosome axis (Fig. 2E) .
To test the relevance of our in vitro model to endothelial physiology, we examined cell chirality in endothelial tissues ( fig. S4 , A to D). For all the tissues that we examined (human umbilical cord veins, mouse vena cava, mouse thoracic aorta, and mouse aortic arch), the endothelial cells showed a predominately rightward bias ( fig. S4 , E and F), consistent with the chirality that we observed in vitro. Although these endothelial tissues are exposed to different flow patterns [the vena cava and the thoracic aorta are exposed to laminar flow, while the aortic arch (inner curvature) is exposed to turbulent flow (31) ], all endothelial cells show a dominant rightward bias ( fig. S4G ). This is consistent with that observed on two-dimensional (2D) patterns without fluid flow, indicating that cell chirality does not depend on flow conditions and is a relatively stable property of the cell.
In the 2D endothelial cell monolayer, we further found that cell centroids appeared on the left side of the nucleus-centrosome axis at 30 nM Indo V (Fig. 2E ), while at 20 nM, the positioning of cell centroids seemed randomized. To investigate whether cellular biases are associated with the disruption of the cellular junction, we classified the endothelial junctions as right-right (R-R), right-left (R-L), and left-left (L-L) according to the biases of adjacent cells (Fig. 2C ). There were significantly less ZO-1 assembly and more intercellular gaps at the R-L junctions, compared with the R-R and L-L junctions (Fig. 2 , F and G). This finding suggests that cellular biases affect endothelial junction and the regulation of permeability.
Cell chirality is dependent on the level of PKC activation As the observed LR biases are intrinsically defined and reflect the handedness or chirality of the cells, to confirm the dependence of the cellular biases on PKC activation, we determined cell chirality with a 2D micropatterning method, as described previously (14) . The cell alignment was first determined from the intensity gradient between the interior region and the contour of the cell in phase-contrast images (32) . The chirality of the cells was defined by the angle of the cell alignment deviating from the circumferential direction on a ring-shaped micropattern, where the "positive" and "negative" alignment angles stood for the counterclockwise (CCW; leftward) and clockwise (CW; rightward) biases, respectively ( fig. S5 ). The hUVECs exhibited CW alignment with negative alignment angles (Fig. 3A) , as reported previously (14) . The chirality of endothelial cells was altered under the Indo V treatment ( S7F ). Using timelapse imaging of micropatterned endothelial cells, we found that PKC activation reversed the directional bias of endothelial cell migration at physical boundaries from rightward to leftward (movies S1 to S4). Combining the data on cell chirality and permeability, we found that endothelial cells exhibited the highest permeability and lowest TEER when the CF was close to zero (Fig. 3D) . By examining ZO-1 staining, we again confirmed poor junction formation between endothelial cells at an intermediate level of PKC activation, suggesting that strong uniform chiral biases promote the formation of cell-cell junctions (Fig. 3E) . Altogether, our data suggest that the loss of cell chirality may lead to poor cell alignment and result in the inferior integrity of multicellular monolayer.
Mismatch of cell chirality results in poor endothelial integrity
To further demonstrate the effects of cell chirality on endothelial barrier integrity, we established a coculture model of the CW or right-biased cells (normal cells without treatment) and CCW or left-biased cells (cells pretreated with Indo V for 24 hours) (Fig. 4A) . We found that 24-hour pretreatment can lead to a complete reversal of cell chirality for at least 24 hours ( fig. S8 , A to C). We then measured the chirality, permeability, and TEER of the coculture of the two abovementioned cells at different ratios. We confirmed that the cell number and metabolic activity were similar among all groups (fig. S8, D and E). We found that a 50:50 mixture of CW and CCW cells led to a significantly higher permeability and a lower electrical resistance, compared to both 100% CW cells and 100% CCW cells (Fig. 4 , B to F). The permeability again peaked when the CF was close to zero. Furthermore, the coculture of CW and CCW cells also resulted in disordered cell alignment and discontinuous ZO-1 formation, compared to the monoculture (Fig. 4G ). This was reflected by the decrease in staining of junction proteins and the increase in intercellular gap number and size (Fig. 4, H to J) .
To further understand the junction formation of cells with opposite chirality, we fluorescently labeled the CW cells before mixing with the CCW cells and classified the cell junctions again into three groups, CW-CW, CW-CCW, and CCW-CCW, on the basis of the chirality of two adjacent cells identified by fluorescence (Fig. 4K) . It showed less ZO-1 staining and more intercellular gap formation at the CW-CCW junctions, while no significant differences were found between CW-CW and CCW-CCW junctions (Fig. 4, L and M) . Altogether, our data suggest that the mismatch of the chirality of adjacent cells can lead to the poor formation of cell-cell junctions.
To examine whether cell chirality is implicated in known mechanisms for the regulation of endothelial permeability, we tested effects of additional chemicals on cell chirality. The inhibition of focal adhesion indicates dominant chirality and significant difference at P < 0.05 by rank test. **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001 by Student's t test (unpaired, two tailed). (D and E) Permeability and TEER of the hUVEC mixture. Data are presented as average ± SD (n = 3). **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001 by one-way ANOVAs with the Bonferroni-Holm method between groups. (F) The permeability and TEER of the hUVEC mixture versus cell CF, calculated from the ring numbers in (B). Data are presented as average ± SD (n = 3 for permeability and TEER data). (G) Immunofluorescence images of the hUVEC mixture on the Transwell membrane labeled with Alexa Fluor 568 ZO-1 (1A12, red), Alexa Fluor 488 WGA, and DAPI (blue) (scale bar, 50 mm). Significantly fewer junctions and more intercellular gaps (white arrowheads in magnification windows) were formed on the hUVEC monolayer with a mixing ratio of 50% CW versus 50% CCW. (H to J) Percentage of positively stained ZO-1 along the entire cell border and variation of intercellular gap number and size on cell mixture. Data are presented as average ± SD (n = 11 for each group). **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0. kinase (FAK) by the inhibitor Y15 was not able to interfere with the Indo V-induced cell chirality switching to CCW (fig. S9) . The wellknown permeability agents, such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), platelet activating factor (PAF), and histamine, were not able to change endothelial cell chirality under either PKC activation or PKC inhibition condition ( fig. S10 ). These data suggest that those known permeability regulation pathways are independent of the cell chirality mechanism revealed in this study.
PKCa isoform is required for the observed reversal of cell chirality We first assayed PKC activation by detecting phosphorylated PKC and found that Indo V/TPA-treated cells exhibited a higher level of phosphorylated PKC/PKCa compared to controls ( fig. S11, A and B) . To confirm the effects of PKC activation on cell chirality, we cultured micropatterned hUVECs with a combination of Indo V/TPA and a broad PKC inhibitor, Ro-31-8425 ( fig. S11, C and D) , and found that the effects of Indo V/TPA on cell chirality reversal were suppressed.
We further investigated the specific isoform of PKC responsible for the reversal of intrinsic cell chirality. TPA and Indo V mimic the effects of DAG and therefore can activate DAG-dependent conventional and novel PKC isoforms. To differentiate between those two categories, we used a selective inhibitor of conventional PKC isoforms, Gö6976 (33) . When treated with this drug, the cells were able to maintain their CW bias despite the presence of Indo V/TPA ( fig. S11C ). This indicates that a conventional PKC isoform is required for Indo V/TPA-induced reversal of cell chirality. On the basis of this result, we decided to focus on the effect of knockdown of PKCa, a conventional PKC isoform that is primarily expressed in endothelial cells (34, 35) . To determine whether PKCa is required for Indo V/TPA-induced reversal of cell chirality, we generated stable cell lines with a short hairpin RNA (shRNA)-mediated knockdown system (Fig. 5, A to C, and fig. S12A ). We found that knockdown of PKCa can rescue the reversal effects of either Indo V or TPA on cell chirality. The knockdown of the key PKC novel isoforms, PKCd and PKCe, did not rescue the effects of Indo V/TPA treatment, but pan-PKC knockdown did ( fig. S12, B and C) . Overall, our results suggest that, with the PKC activators, the PKCa isoform is necessary for the reversal of intrinsic chiral bias of endothelial cells.
PI3K/AKT1/2 kinase activity is required for PKC-induced reversal of cell chirality Next, we wanted to identify the downstream signaling pathways associated with activation of PKC-induced reversal of cell chirality. We focused on the PI3K/AKT kinase signaling pathway because it is a common effector of PKC signaling in regulating critical cellular behavior such as directional migration and this pathway is important for the establishment of LR asymmetry during development and implicated in congenital laterality disorders (36) (37) (38) (39) .
First, we determined whether PI3K signaling is required for PKCrelated chirality reversal by using wortmannin, a selective inhibitor of PI3K ( fig. S13 ). With concentrations of wortmannin (0.5 to 1 mM), the chirality of endothelial cells gradually regained a CW bias despite the presence of Indo V/TPA. These results show that PI3K signaling is required for PKC-induced switch of cell chirality.
Next, we analyzed the phosphorylation of AKT (pAKT) and found that Indo V/TPA-treated endothelial cells exhibited an overall elevated phosphorylation ( fig. S14A ). This result shows that AKT signaling was activated in the endothelial cells during the reversal of cell chirality.
Last, we investigated whether the AKT signaling pathway is required for PKC signaling-induced reversal of cell chirality. We used a combined treatment of AKT1/2 kinase inhibitor (AKT inhibitor VIII, a selective inhibitor of AKT signaling, 1 mM) and 30 nM Indo V or 0.5 nM TPA on micropatterned endothelial cells ( fig. S14 , B and C) and found that the AKT inhibitor rescued the effects of PKC activation and cells regained the CW bias. To confirm the role of the AKT1/2 kinase in PKC-regulated chirality reversal, we generated stable hUVEC lines expressing shRNA against AKT1/2 kinase (Fig. 5, D to F) . The success of knockdown was confirmed by the quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR; fig. S15 ). The AKT1/2 knockdown cells did not respond to Indo V or TPA treatment on micropatterned rings and remained CW, as compared to the control knockdown group that switched to a CCW bias upon activation of PKC (Fig. 5,  D to F) . In summary, these data show that AKT1/2 kinase is required for the switch in endothelial cell chirality induced by small-molecule PKC activators.
DISCUSSION
Cell chirality was recently discovered and repeatedly demonstrated through various in vitro methods using microfabrication techniques (13, 14, 18, 40) , but it has never been directly determined for a cellular monolayer without geometrical constraints or for planar or tubular biological tissues such as endothelium. In this study, we have demonstrated that individual cell chirality could be detected throughout cellular sheets through characterization of the LR-biased positioning of cell centroid to the nucleus-centrosome axis of the cell (Fig. 2D) . The results are consistent with those from the 2D micropatterning-based approach. Compared to previously established methods, this new method defines an inherent LR chirality marker of individual cells, which does not rely on any physical boundaries such as those established through micropatterning. We have also successfully demonstrated that this new approach can be applied to analyze the endothelial cell chirality in biological tissues. Therefore, with genetic fluorescence labeling, this method has great potential to be used for live imaging for studying vascular diseases or LR asymmetry in embryonic development to advance the field of cell chirality. In the 2D monolayer model, the apicobasal axis of a cell is mostly perpendicular to the substrate, while the front-rear and LR axes are restrained in the 2D plane. Therefore, 2D analysis of the LR cell centroid positioning is sufficient to determine cell chirality for planar tissues. However, 3D imaging and reconstruction may be necessary to further improve the accuracy, especially for unflatterned 3D vascular tissues.
We believe that cell chirality is responsible for endothelial permeability first increasing then decreasing with increased PKC activation for the following reasons. First, we did not find significant changes in cadherin types within the narrow range of drug doses used in this study for PKC activation. Second, the activation of PKCd, a novel isoform that could potentially decrease endothelial permeability (41), is not likely to be responsible for the decreased permeability at 30 nM, since the K i value of Indo V for binding with PKCd is 8 nM, comparable to 6 nM for PKCa (42) . Third, the interrupted cell junctions are preferentially localized between two cells with opposite chirality. This phenomenon cannot be possibly explained by the FAK or other chirality-independent pathways, which can be activated by PKC but do not alter cell chirality. Last, the loss of cell chirality and the highest permeability of the endothelial monolayer were found at the same concentration of two different PKC activators (i.e., 20 nM Indo V and 0.2 nM TPA), suggesting that cell chirality is responsible for the increase of permeability.
The exact mechanism behind poor endothelial junction formation between cells of opposite chirality or no chirality is worthy of further investigation. One possible explanation is as follows. Endothelial cells have strong cell-cell adhesion and tend to exhibit emerging behaviors of cell clusters such as collective cell migration (43) . As a result, the front-rear polarity of individual cells is likely to align in the same direction within a cluster. When the cells have opposite chirality, they will deviate from each other in the direction perpendicular to the front-rear axis, resulting in disrupted cellular junction formation. Because of the dynamic nature of cell morphology and organelle positioning, this hypothesis needs to be carefully evaluated in the future, possibly with livecell imaging of fluorescently labeled organelles.
The reversal of endothelial cell chirality by PKC activation occurs possibly through the regulation of the actin network. The PKCa signaling has been demonstrated to alter the actin cytoskeleton network (44, 45) that regulates endothelial permeability (4, 44) . Previously, it has also been shown that the level of a-actinin-1 cross-linking of F-actin radial fibers can regulate the directionality of intrinsic cytoskeletal swirling (18) . Therefore, it is possible that low-level PKC activation can cause changes in the local cortical F-actin complex by altering the expression and functions of actin-coupling proteins such as MARCKS/GAP43, adducin, fascin, and ezrin/radixin/moesin proteins (45) . Future research is necessary to elucidate whether and how these actin-related proteins are regulated by PKCa and their downstream effectors on cell chirality.
In this study, the implication of cell chirality in vascular physiological functions is demonstrated. The endothelial layer in different tissues of the vascular tree or under different physiological conditions may have different chiral properties, leading to varied cellular morphologies and endothelial permeability. For instance, the endothelial cells in tumor blood vessels have been found to be poorly organized when compared to those in normal tissue (46) . Knowledge regarding chiral properties of endothelial cells in these situations is still largely limited and needs to be explored in the future.
In summary, endothelial permeability exhibits an initial increase and subsequent decrease of permeability at relatively low levels of PKC activation, associated with changes in intrinsic chirality of the cells by PKCa and PI3K/AKT signaling. The loss or randomization of cell chirality leads to the disrupted ZO-1 morphology between endothelial cells and the increased intercellular gap number and size, especially between those cells that do not have a clear chiral bias or have opposite chiral biases. Thus, our study reveals a new mechanism for the regulation of endothelial permeability through cell chirality. Our findings have broad implications in PKC-related vascular disorders and their treatments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and transfection
The hUVECs (Lonza) were cultured in endothelial cell growth medium (EGM-Plus, Lonza) and used before passage 10. For fluorescence labeling, cells were transfected with the pmaxGFP vectors (Lonza), 24 hours before experiments, using the Amaxa 4D-Nucleofector system (Lonza). For gene knockdown, the cells were transfected with pan-PKC, PKCa, PKCd, PKCe, AKT1/2 shRNA (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), or a negative control shRNA (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), which does not lead to specific degradation of any cellular message. The stably transfected cells were established by further selection with antibiotics before use.
Permeability measurement
The permeability measurement was performed as described previously (47) . For Transwell studies, endothelial cells were placed on fibronectincoated Transwells (12-well, 0.4-mm pore; Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 600 cells/mm 2 and cultured with drugs, if needed, for 48 hours to reach confluency. The culture medium with 8 mM fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma) was added to the upper chamber, while only culture medium was in the lower chamber. Every 30 min for the total duration of 120 min, 100 ml of sample solution was collected from the lower chamber followed by an immediate refill with fresh culture medium. The FITC-BSA concentration of collected samples was determined by the plate reader (Synergy H1, BioTek) with excitation/emission wavelengths of 490/525 nm. The permeability was calculated as
where DC/Dt is the rate of the FITC-BSA concentration increase in the lower chamber during the time interval Dt, C 0 is the FITC-BSA concentration in the upper chamber, assumed to be constant during the experiment, V is the medium volume in the lower chamber, and A is the area of the endothelial monolayer.
Transendothelial electrical resistance
The electrical resistance was measured using the Millicell ERS-2 Volt-Ohm Meter (Millipore) and calculated as
where R total is the resistance of a cell monolayer plus filter and R filter is the resistance of a control filter with no cells.
Cell patterning and chirality analysis
The cells were patterned as described in our previous study (14) . Briefly, a master mold wafer was first fabricated with an SU-8 2050 photoresist (MicroChem) and chromium masks with ring-shaped (200 mm inner diameter and 500 mm outer diameter) features (CAD/Art Services). The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp was then molded by incubating PDMS and curing solution mixture at a ratio of 10:1 on the wafer. The Ti-Au-coated glass slides were printed with 1-octadecanethiol (Sigma) using the PDMS stamp; subsequently, the slides were treated by the nonadhesive EG3 [HS-(CH 2 ) 11 -EG3] (ProChimia) for at least 3 hours followed by a fibronectin (50 mg/ml, Sigma) coating for 30 min. Fifteen minutes after cell seeding, extra cells were washed off. The cells were then cultured with drugs, if needed, for 24 hours on micropatterns until confluency and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. High-resolution phase-contrast images were captured with a Zeiss AxioVision microscope (Carl Zeiss). A custom-written MATLAB (MathWorks) program was used to analyze the chirality by detecting the intensity gradient and circular statistics (14) . Briefly, the cell alignment direction (blue lines in fig. S5 , B and F) was calculated on the basis of the intensity gradient (32) . Subsequently, the cell chirality of CW, NC, or CCW was determined using circular statistics based on the distributions of cell alignment deviating from the circumferential directions ( fig. S5 , C and G) (48) .
Drug treatment
For the cell monolayer cultured on the Transwell membrane for permeability, TEER, and immunostaining of junction proteins studies, 0 to 200 nM Indo V (Sigma) or 0 to 1 nM phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (TPA, Sigma) was added in both upper and lower chambers after cell attachment and maintained during the entire culture. Drugs were also present in the replenished media. For cell mixture studies, the cells were pretreated with 200 nM Indo V for 24 hours before they were mixed with untreated cells at different ratios for experiments. The mixed cells were seeded at a density of 1200 cells/mm 2 on the fibronectin-coated Transwell and cultured 24 hours to reach confluency.
For cell chirality test on micropatterns, 30 nM Indo V or 0.5 nM TPA was used for PKC/PKCa activation; an AKT1/2 kinase inhibitor (AKT Inhibitor VIII trifluoroacetate salt hydrate, Sigma) and a PI3K inhibitor (wortmannin, Sigma) were used at 0 to 1 mM; Ro-31-8425 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Gö6976 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) were used for PKC inhibition at 0 to 1 mM; and FAK inhibitor 14 (Y15, Sigma) was used at 0 to 10 mM. Among the known vascular permeability factors, recombinant human VEGF-165 (PeproTech), PAF (R&D Systems), or histamine dihydrochloride (R&D Systems) was used at 10 to 100 ng/ml, 0.1 to 1 mM, or 1 to 10 mM, respectively. Drug treatment was applied after 15 min of initial cell attachment on micropatterns until confluency and during the entire culture before fixation. For PKC and AKT phosphorylation Western blots, the cells were treated with 0.5 nM TPA or 30 nM Indo V after 15-min initial cell attachment and during the entire culture before fixation or lysis.
Immunofluorescence of in vitro cell culture For junctional protein staining, the cells were cultured until confluency. The cells were then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and the entire Transwell membrane was cut off for later steps. For micropatterning experiments, the cells were cultured on fibronectincoated glass slides for 24 hours, followed by fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde. For cell membrane staining, the fixed cells were incubated with Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated WGA (5.0 mg/ml, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 10 min. The cells were permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100/ phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 15 min, blocked with 10% normal goat serum in 0.1% Triton X-100/PBS for 1 hour, and incubated with primary antibodies at 4°C overnight followed by 1-hour incubation of secondary antibodies at room temperature. Primary antibodies include mouse anti-ZO-1 (1A12, Thermo Fisher Scientific), mouse anti-VE-cadherin (F8, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), mouse anti-N-cadherin (H4, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and rabbit anti-pericentrin (against both pericentrin-1 and pericentrin-2, Abcam). Secondary antibodies include Alexa Fluor 488/568 goat anti-mouse or anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG) H+L (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Last, samples were mounted in Fluoromount-G with or without DAPI (SouthernBiotech) and imaged using a fluorescence microscope (BZ-X700, Keyence) with an oil objective lens (60×/1.45, Nikon). The same imaging protocol was used for groups in the same experiment, including repeats and replicates.
Immunofluorescence of mouse vessels and human umbilical vein Mice with mixed background without genetic deletion were maintained in accordance with protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee in Albany Medical College. En face immunofluorescence staining of mouse vessels was described previously (49) . Briefly, mice were euthanized with an intraperitoneal injection of sodium pentobarbital (0.1 mg/g of animal). A whole-body cardiac perfusion was performed by perfusing 0.9% sodium chloride saline followed by fixative (0.2% paraformaldehyde in PBS, pH 7.4) through the left ventricle of the heart after severing the right atrium. Thoracic aorta and vena cava were isolated and further fixed in 0.2% paraformaldehyde solution at 4°C for 1.5 hours. Fixed tissues were permeabilized in permeabilization buffer (PBS containing 0.2% Triton X-100) for 1 hour and subsequently incubated with blocking buffer [5.5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) in permeabilization buffer] for 1 hour at room temperature. Primary goat anti-VE-cadherin (C19, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), mouse anti-ZO-1 (1A12, Thermo Fisher Scientific), and rabbit antipericentrin (against both pericentrin-1 and pericentrin-2, Abcam) were diluted in staining buffer (2.75% FBS in permeabilization buffer) and incubated with tissue on a rocking platform for 16 hours at 4°C. Tissues were subsequently washed three times in permeabilization buffer at 30-min intervals. Secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated donkey anti-goat IgG H+L, Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated donkey antimouse IgG H+L, or Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit IgG H+L, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and DAPI diluted in staining buffer were added after the third wash and incubated at room temperature for 3 hours. Tissues were subsequently washed three times in permeabilization buffer and one time in PBS at 30 min per wash. After the PBS wash, vascular tissues were bisected along the direction of flow and mounted with a ProLong Diamond antifade mounting medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Human umbilical cords from c-section procedures were obtained from the maternal-fetal medicine unit in Albany Medical Center in accordance with protocols approved by the Institutional Review Board. Human umbilical veins were carefully dissected away from the umbilical cords as described previously (50) . The subsequent procedure for the en face immunofluorescence staining of the umbilical vein was the same as described for the mouse vessels. Z-stack images were obtained with 25× or 40× objectives using a Zeiss LSM 880 laser scanning confocal microscope with fast Airyscan module (Carl Zeiss).
Image analysis for junction protein and intercellular gaps For the ZO-1 or VE-cadherin staining, the raw intensity profile of the entire cell junction and the average noise of multiple random regions were determined for each image and normalized by the average cell membrane intensity. The corrected intensity profile of junction protein was calculated as the ZO-1 or VE-cadherin intensity subtracted by the average intensity of cytoplasm. The reported staining percentage of ZO-1 or VE-cadherin was calculated as the percentage of pixels with positive intensity values. From the cell membrane staining, the gaps between cells were circled, counted, and measured by area using ImageJ. The results were presented as normalized numbers per square millimeter and percentage of the area. For the kurtosis of junction staining, the intensity profiles along a 5-mm line perpendicular to the VE-cadherin junction were used to determine the sharpness of the junction proteins at cell borders.
Image analysis for cell biases
For each fluorescence image of the endothelial cell layer stained for ZO-1/ VE-cadherin, DAPI, and pericentrin-1, a manual segmentation ( fig.  S4B ; red, cell borders) was first performed to separate individual cells following the cell junction staining. Positions of cell centroids ( fig. S4B; 
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Fan et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaat2111yellow, cell centroids) were then calculated using ImageJ. Similarly, the centroids of nuclei ( fig. S4C ; cyan, nuclear centroids) were calculated on the basis of the nuclear staining ( fig. S4C ; blue, nuclei). Then, cell borders (red), cell centroids (yellow), nuclear centroids (blue), and the centrosome channel (green) from the immunostaining were overlaid ( fig. S4D) . Last, the LR bias of each cell in the endothelial layer was determined according to the positional bias of the cell centroid (left side or right side) relative to the nucleus-centrosome (stained by antipericentrin) axis. A cell with a cell centroid overlapping the nucleuscentrosome axis was considered as nonbiased or neutral.
Time-lapse imaging
For cell motility study, cells were seeded at 600 cells/mm 2 in 48-well plates and treated with 0 to 30 nM Indo V for 24 hours, and the samples were mounted on the microscope (BZ-X700, Keyence) in a controlled working environment of 37°C and 5% CO 2 . Time-lapse videos were captured with a phase-contrast objective lens (10×/0.3 objective, Nikon Instruments) every 5 min at a resolution of 1.31 mm per pixel for a total time of 4 hours. For each group, the movements of 20 single cells were tracked and analyzed with the MTrackJ plugin in ImageJ (1.50b, National Institutes of Health, USA).
For micropatterned cell migration analysis, cells were patterned on a gold-coated glass slide. After cells attached and spread, the slide was transferred face down onto a glass-bottom petri dish containing media in an environmental chamber (37°C and 5% CO 2 ) mounted within a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss). For timelapse imaging, images were recorded every 5 min at a resolution of 1.56 mm per pixel (10×/0.3 objective, Carl Zeiss) for a total time of 48 to 65 hours. Cell tracking was performed for analyzing the directionality of cell migration along the ring boundaries using the MTrackJ plugin in ImageJ.
ELISA for PKC kinase activity Cells were cultured with a PKC activator for 24 hours to reach confluency. Total protein of cell lysate was measured using a BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Then, the PKC activities were quantitated following the instruction of the PKC kinase activity kit (Enzo Life Sciences) and normalized by total protein.
MTT assay
Cells were seeded at 600 cells/mm 2 in 96-well plates. The MTT assay was performed every 24 hours until 72 hours following the instructions of the MTT kit (Sigma). Absorbance at 570 and 690 nm was measured using a plate reader (Synergy H1, BioTek). Data were presented as absorbance at 570 nm subtracted by the background at 690 nm.
Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction The gene knockdown was verified by qPCR. Briefly, total RNA was extracted from cells using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Samples with equal amounts of total RNA were reversely transcribed into complementary DNA (cDNA), following the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kits (Applied Biosystems); the mRNA level of glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), PKCa, PKCd, PKCe, AKT1, or AKT2 was measured by the AB StepOne Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). Each reaction of a total 20-ml volume contained 10 ml of TaqMan Gene Expression Master Mix (2×, Applied Biosystems), 50 ng of cDNA templates, and 1 ml of TaqMan primers (20×, Applied Biosystems; GAPDH: Hs02758991_g1; PKCa: Hs00925200_m1; PKCd: Hs01090047_m1, PKCe: Hs00942886_m1, AKT1: Hs00178289_m1, AKT2: Hs01086099_m1). The ratio of target mRNA to GAPDH mRNA was calculated and normalized by the groups of knockdown using control shRNA.
Western blot
Cells were cultured in a T75 flask for 24 hours and then lysed on ice using lysis buffer (0.125 M tris at pH 6.8, 4% SDS, and 20% glycerol) with protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Sigma). Total protein was measured using a BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Samples with equal amounts of total protein were subjected to 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Then, the blots were blocked with 3% BSA in tris-buffered saline with Tween 20 and incubated with anti-pAKT (Ser , Thermo Fisher Scientific), or anti-b-actin (Abcam) followed by the horseradish peroxidaseconjugated secondary antibodies. The immunoreactive bands were developed using Pierce ECL Plus Substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and imaged using ChemiDoc System (Bio-Rad).
Statistics
Data were presented as average ± SD unless indicated otherwise. Oneway ANOVAs with the Bonferroni-Holm method for multiple comparisons were performed for the dose-dependent responses or multiple independent groups, using Daniel's XL Toolbox 7.2.6 in Microsoft Excel. Student's t test (unpaired, two tailed) was used for comparison between two groups. For the dominance of the number of CW and CCW rings, a rank test was used with MATLAB (MathWorks). The confidence level was set to 0.05 for all statistical tests.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/ content/full/4/10/eaat2111/DC1 Detailed targeting sequences of shRNA plasmids Fig. S1 . The hUVEC monolayer permeability, TEER, ZO-1, intercellular gap number, and size with over 30 nM Indo V treatment. Fig. S2 . VE-cadherin morphology at different levels of PKC activation. Fig. S3 . PKC activity, metabolic activity, motility, and expression of cadherin proteins within the dosage range of Indo V causing cell chirality reversal. Fig. S4 . Chirality of endothelial cells in blood vessels. Fig. S5 . Determination of cell chirality using 2D micropatterning. Fig. S6 . Cell chirality of hUVECs as a function of Indo V concentration. Fig. S7 . Cell chirality and permeability of hUVECs as a function of TPA concentration. Fig. S8 . The CCW chirality persists for 48 hours after Indo V withdrawal. Fig. S9 . Cell chirality of hUVECs with FAK inhibition. Fig. S10 . PKC-mediated reversal of endothelial cell chirality persists with known vascular permeability factors. Fig. S11 . Activation of PKC signaling is required for the reversal of cell chirality. Fig. S12 . PKCa but not other isoforms is required for the PKC-mediated reversal of cell chirality. Fig. S13 . PI3K signaling is required for the PKC-mediated reversal of cell chirality. Fig. S14 . AKT1/2 kinase signaling is required for the PKC-mediated reversal of cell chirality. Fig. S15 . AKT1/2 kinase is down-regulated by shRNA. Movie S1. The hUVEC migration on a micropatterned ring (inner diameter, 200 mm; outer diameter, 500 mm). Movie S2. Cell migration on edges of the ring (inner diameter, 200 mm; outer diameter, 500 mm) during 42 to 46 hours in movie S1. Movie S3. The hUVEC migration after TPA treatment on a micropatterned ring (inner diameter, 200 mm; outer diameter, 500 mm). Movie S4. TPA-treated cell migration on edges of the ring (inner diameter, 200 mm; outer diameter, 500 mm) during 46 to 58 hours in movie S3.
